NC COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CONTROL PROGRAM PRESENTS

Living Healthy to Be There
NC Cancer Action Resource Toolkit

This toolkit has resources starting with cancer prevention and going through cancer survivorship. It promotes personal health action plans, cancer facts and tips for living healthy to be there for important moments, how to connect with new partners and a separate cancer survivorship resource toolkit.
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This Living Healthy to Be There, NC Cancer Action Resource Toolkit is designed to support staff and volunteers who are working tirelessly to make a difference in the cancer fight in North Carolina. The NC Comprehensive Cancer Control program is dedicated to serving North Carolinians by bringing groups together to help them build community-clinical linkages and connections to support cancer prevention and control services. We dedicate our work to be a resource and guide for you in your efforts to help reduce the cancer burden and cancer health disparities in North Carolina.

This toolkit is a companion resource to the North Carolina Comprehensive Cancer Control ACTION Plan 2020-2025 (NC Cancer ACTION Plan) which is a blueprint for cancer prevention and control programs in North Carolina. The NC Cancer ACTION Plan is available at https://ncpublichealth.info/cccpc/. The NC Cancer Action Plan gives you facts that tell the story of the cancer burden. It also shares ideas and resources you can adopt to strengthen the work you do.

Thank You for all that you do!

Your dedication and work are vital in the fight against chronic disease and cancer.
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